We report the first identification of a compact dense galaxy overdensity at z ∼ 8 dubbed A2744z8OD. A2744z8OD consists of eight Y -dropout galaxies behind Abell 2744 that is originally pinpointed by Hubble Frontier Fields studies. However, no studies have, so far, derived basic physical quantities of structure formation or made comparisons with theoretical models. We obtain a homogeneous sample of dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8 from eight field data of Hubble legacy images that are as deep as the A2744z8OD data. Using the sample, we find that a galaxy surface overdensity value of A2744z8OD is very high δ ≃ 130, where δ is defined by an overdensity in a small circle of 6 ′′ (≃ 30 physical kpc) radius. Because there is no such a large δ value reported for high-z overdensities to date, A2744z8OD is a system clearly different from those found in previous high-z overdensity studies. In the galaxy+structure formation models of Henriques et al. (2015) , there exist a very similar overdensity, Modelz8OD, that is made of eight model dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8 in a 6
INTRODUCTION
Hubble Space Telescope (HST) observations identify faint high-redshift galaxies at the epoch of reionization and beyond. Hubble Ultra Deep Field 2012 (UDF12) project has revealed the faint end of the UV luminosity functions of galaxies at 7 z 12 (Schenker et al. 2013; McLure et al. 2013; Ellis et al. 2013) . Recently, J. Lotz et al. have started the new deep observation program, Hubble Frontier Fields (HFF), that carry out deep ACS and WFC3-IR imaging in six massive clusters. By using gravitational lensing magnifications, the HFF project finds faint high-redshift galaxies, behind these massive clusters, whose intrinsic fluxes reach 30 magnitude (Coe et al. 2015) . Various properties of high-redshift galaxies in the HFF data are investigated and reported by many groups (Atek et al. 2015; Zheng et al. 2014; Oesch et al. 2014; Ishigaki et al. 2015; Kawamata et al. 2015a; McLeod et al. 2015) . Specifically, the studies of Ishigaki et al. (2015) and Kawamata et al. (2015a) are closely related to this work.
Three independent studies of HFF have found an overdensity region of z ∼ 8 dropout galaxies in the Abell 2744 cluster field (A2744C; Zheng et al. 2014; Atek et al. 2015; Ishigaki et al. 2015) . Laporte et al. (2014) investigate the HST and Spitzer band photometry of a bright source in this region. We refer to this overdensity region as A2744z8OD. A2744z8OD is composed of 8 galaxies at z ∼ 8 within a circular radius of ∼ 6 ′′ , which cor-responds to ∼ 300 comoving kpc in projection. This is an overdensity region more dense and compact than the previously identified ones at high redshift. For example, Brightest-of-Reionizing Galaxies (BoRG) survey reports an overdensity of 5 galaxies at z ∼ 8 within a moderately large area of the 127 ′′ × 135 ′′ sky (Trenti et al. 2012) . Moreover, overdensities at z ∼ 2 − 7, so far studied, are all defined by large areas with a few comoving Mpc 2 (Toshikawa et al. 2014; Venemans et al. 2007 ; see Table 5 of Chiang et al. 2013) , because these previous studies aim to target progenitors of today's massive clusters. A2744z8OD is probably unprecedentedly compact and high-dense structure at the redshift frontier of z ∼ 8. However, no studies have investigated the basic quantitative properties for A2744z8OD including galaxy surface overdensity. A galaxy surface overdensity δ is defined by
where n (n) is the (average) number of galaxies found in an area of the sky. In this paper, we evaluate the observational properties of A2744z8OD quantitatively for the first time, and discuss the physical origin of A2744z8OD via the comparisons with the structure formation simulations of Lambda cold dark matter (ΛCDM) supplemented with galaxy formation models. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present details of the observational data. Sample selection methods are presented in Section 3, and the observational properties of A2744z8OD are described in Section 4. We compare these properties with the theoretical models to identify the model counterpart of A2744z8OD, and to discuss the physical origin in Section 5. Finally, our results are summarized in Section 6. Throughout this paper, we adopt a cosmology with Ω m = 0.3, Ω Λ = 0.7, and H 0 = 70 km s −1 Mpc −1 .
DATA
To estimate δ of A2744z8OD, we use HST deep legacy imaging data. We search for useful HST deep legacy imaging data, available to date, that are deep enough to detect z ∼ 8 galaxies as faint as the members of A2744z8OD with 29 mag. Among the HST deep legacy data, we find that 8 field data sets in HFF, HUDF, and their parallel-field regions are useful for our study, because these data reach ≃ 29 mag and beyond. These data sets for our study is presented in Figure 1 and summarized in Table 1 . Note that the data of BoRG and CANDELS are too shallow to evaluate δ of A2744z8OD. In this section, we explain details of the HFF, HUDF, and their parallel-field data sets.
2.1. HFF HFF project plans to observe six cluster and parallel fields with ACS and WFC3-IR. However, these observations are underway. In this study, we use five complete data sets available to date. One is Abell 2744 cluster (A2744C) data which contains the overdense region A2744z8OD. The others are four parallel field data: Abell 2744 parallel (A2744P), MACSJ0416.1-2403 parallel (M0416P), MACSJ0717.5+3745 parallel (M0717P), and MACSJ1149.5+2223 parallel (M1149P).
We do not use the associated cluster field data of MACSJ0416.1-2403, MACSJ0717.5+3745, and MACSJ1149.5+2223 in the analysis for two reasons. The first reason is that the gravitational lensing effects distort and narrow the survey area of the cluster fields in the source plane. The second reason is that we had not made the mass models of the three clusters yet. Recently, Kawamata et al. (2015b) have provided the mass models of the four clusters and the z ∼ 8 galaxy catalogs in the fields.
Each data set consists of drizzled science images of seven bands in total, three ACS bands, F435W (B 435 ), F606W (V 606 ), and F814W (i 814 ), and four WFC3-IR bands, F105W (Y 105 ), F125W (J 125 ), F140W (JH 140 ), and F160W (H 160 ). The 5σ limiting magnitudes are 28.8 − 29.1 in H 160 band, as summarized in Table 1 .
From September 2013 to February 2014, Frontier Field Spitzer program (PI: T. Soifer) has obtained deep IRAC images at wavelengths of 3.6 and 4.5µm. This program releases corrected Basic Calibrated Data (cBCD) images. We use the Spitzer Science Center reduction software MOPEX for the reduction of the images. First, we run the overlap module, which performs background matching. Then we execute the mosaic module with a drizzled factor of 0.65. We obtain the final mosaics with a pixel scale of 0 ′′ .6. The 5σ limiting magnitudes defined with a 2 ′′ .0-diameter aperture are 24.7 and 24.9 in the 3.6 and 4.5 µm bands, respectively.
HUDF
The HUDF is observed by HUDF (PI: Beckwith), UDF05 (PI: Stiavelli), UDF09 (PI: Illingworth), and UDF12 (PI: Ellis) programs. Combining these data sets, the HUDF achieves the quite long exposure time especially in Y 105 band, which allows us to make a reliable sample of faint galaxies at z ∼ 8. HUDF program 
SAMPLES
We select z ∼ 8 dropout galaxies based on the Lyman break technique. The selection methods are basically the same as those of Ishigaki et al. (2015) (see also Harikane et al. 2015 for the galaxy selection in the HUDF, HUDFP1, and HUDFP2 fields). Although Section 3 of Ishigaki et al. (2015) details the methods, we briefly explain them here.
First, we homogenize the PSF of the images in each band in order to accurately compare the magnitudes of objects between the different bands. We convolve our data with Gaussian kernels to match the FWHMs of stars detected in the WFC3 multi-band images. To check the reliability of this method, we obtain flux growth curves of the stars that are total fluxes as a function of aperture radius in the WFC3 multi-band images. These growth curves agree within < 10% in the WFC3 multiband images, and the differences of the PSF shapes give negligibly small impacts on our color measurements. The shapes of PSFs in the ACS images are not important, because the ACS images are not used for color measurements, but only for flux upper limits, in this study. Then we make detection images combining J 125 , JH 140 , and H 160 (J 125 and H 160 ) images for HFF and HUDF (HUDFP1 and HUDFP2). We run SExtractor (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) in dual-image mode and make a source catalog in each field. To measure colors, we use MAG APER values obtained with a 0.
′′ 35-diameter circular aperture. The total magnitudes are estimated from the MAG APER values and the aperture correction 0.82 mag. These total magnitudes agree well with the MAG AUTO magnitudes (see Section 3.1 of Ishigaki et al. 2015) .
The selection criteria for z ∼ 8 galaxies are represented by following equations:
that is the same as the one used in Ishigaki et al. (2015) (see Schenker et al. 2013 for the original definition). To obtain a homogeneous z ∼ 8 galaxy sample from the different fields, we apply these selection criteria to the source catalogs of all fields, and remove sources whose optical band magnitudes are brighter than the 2σ detection levels. We also apply the magnitude limits of J 125 ≃ 29.3 and H 160 ≃ 29.1 magnitudes in a 0. ′′ 35-diameter circular aperture that correspond to the 3.5σ significance levels in the shallowest data, and identify 57 galaxies in total whose positions are indicated in Figure 1 . We have checked the consistency of our catalog with the other published catalogs. Our catalog of A2744C is consistent with those in Zheng et al. (2014) , Atek et al. (2015) , and Coe et al. (2015) . In HUDF, we reproduce sources in the catalog of McLure et al. (2013) and Schenker et al. (2013) down to the limiting magnitudes of our study. Although the source spatial distribution in M1149P ( Figure  1 ) appears to be biased to the edge of the image, we confirm that these are reliable sources in the securely deep imaging area by visual inspection. Figure 2 presents the surface number densities of these galaxies, and indicates that the surface number densities are consistent with those of previous studies. The total magnitudes are corrected for the magnification by the gravitational lensing effects. Here we use the mass model of Ishigaki et al. (2015) which is constructed with the parametric gravitational lensing package GLAFIC (Oguri 2010) . We use magnification-corrected magnitudes for the lensed sources in this paper. By these source detection and selection methods applied to all of our data sets, we again find the overdensity of z ∼ 8 galaxies, A2744z8OD, in the north east region of A2744C ( Figure  3 ), as reported by previous studies (Zheng et al. 2014; Atek et al. 2015; Ishigaki et al. 2015) . A2744z8OD consists of eight z ∼ 8 galaxies within a 6 ′′ -radius circle, which are dubbed ID Y1, Y2, Y4, Y5, Y6, Y8, Y10, and Y11 in Ishigaki et al. 2015 . The magnification factors of these galaxies are ∼ 1.5 (Ishigaki et al. 2015) . Interestingly, Figure 1 shows no overdense regions similar to A2744z8OD in the rest of our fields. We confirm that A2744z8OD is a rare overdensity.
OBSERVATIONAL PROPERTIES OF A2744Z8OD
4.1. Overdensity To estimate δ of A2744z8OD, we count the z ∼ 8 galaxy numbers within a 6 ′′ -radius (≃ 30 physical kpc) circle that corresponds to the angular size of A2744z8OD. About 16,000 circles are homogeneously placed in our 8 fields as well as the area centered at A2744z8OD. In the A2744C field, we use the mass model of Ishigaki et al. (2015) to correct for the survey area distortion, and measure the galaxy numbers in the source plane. Figure 4 presents the histogram of the galaxy numbers.
The galaxy-number distribution is basically explained by a Poisson distribution shown with the diamonds in Figure 4 . However, the galaxy number in A2744z8OD which contains eight galaxies significantly exceeds the Poisson distribution. If the galaxies are randomly distributed, the probability to find the A2744z8OD excess is only 1.9 × 10 −11 in the Poisson statistics. It suggests that the galaxy overdensity of A2744z8OD is not a statistical fluctuation, but a physical structure.
We derive δ of A2744z8OD with Equation (1). Following the procedures above, we use an area of a 6 ′′ -radius circle to define galaxy numbers for δ. By these procedures, we obtain δ = 132 +66 −51 for A2744z8OD. Figure 5 compares the δ value of A2744z8OD and those of overdensities at z ∼ 2 − 8 reported in previous studies. Here we use the summary of the overdensities at z ∼ 2 − 7 presented in Chiang et al. (2013) and Franck & McGaugh (2015) , and the recent report of the overdensity at z ∼ 8 (Trenti et al. 2012) . Because δ depends on the area used for galaxy number counts, Figure 5 shows δ as a function of area. Clearly, A2744z8OD is placed at a position very different from the others ( Figure 5 ). A2744z8OD is the most compact and dense high-z structure, so far, identified.
There are three possible sources of uncertainties in the δ estimate. First, there is a possibility that close pair sources, Y5-Y8 and Y4-Y6, are not two different galaxies, but single galaxies with clumpy structures. The distance between Y5 and Y8 is about 0.5 arcsec, corresponding to ∼ 2.8 kpc projected on the sky, that is the smallest among the close pairs. The typical size of z ∼ 8 galaxies is about 0.5 kpc (Shibuya et al. 2015) that is smaller than the Y5-Y8 galaxy distance (∼ 2.8 kpc) by a factor of 5-6. Some recent studies show that the size of high-redshift galaxies at the bright end is ∼ 1 − 2 kpc (Ono et al. 2013; Curtis-Lake et al. 2016) , which is still smaller than the Y5-Y8 galaxy distance. Thus, it is unlikely that the close pairs including Y5-Y8 pair are clumps in single galaxies. Second, z ∼ 8 galaxies can be blended or obscured by foreground sources, and the detection completeness of z ∼ 8 galaxies may be reduced. We calculate the area that foreground sources occupy, and find that it is about 4% of the total survey area. By the detection incompleteness, the value of δ would change by 4% that is negligibly small. The third source of the uncertainty is the foreground source contamination in our z ∼ 8 galaxy sample. We discuss effects of the foreground source contamination in Section 4.2.
Photometric Redshifts
To derive the contamination rate of foreground sources, we compute the photometric redshifts of our eight A2744z8OD galaxies. Because rest-frame optical photometry is key for determining photometric redshifts, we measure the source fluxes in IRAC 3.6 and 4.5µm bands. Because the IRAC images have a spatial resolution worse than the HST images, we model the IRAC images with the public software for the photometry of low resolution images, T-PHOT (Merlin et al. 2015) . We combine J 125 , JH 140 , and H 160 images, and use the combined HST image for the high resolution reference image of T-PHOT. The source catalog of the reference image is made with SExtractor. T-PHOT convolves the reference image with the PSF of IRAC, and the convolved reference image is fitted to the real IRAC image for each source. We thus obtain the best-fit IRAC source fluxes. Figure 6 shows the IRAC magnitudes of the eight A2744z8OD galaxies, together with the ACS and WFC3 magnitudes.
We calculate the photometric redshifts with a new version of the code Hyperz, New-Hyperz, which is originally developped by Bolzonella et al. (2000) . We assume the SEDs of Bruzual & Charlot (2003) Figure 2. Surface number densites of z ∼ 8 galaxies as a function of total H 160 magnitude. The red circles denote the surface number densities of our z ∼ 8 galaxy sample that are corrected for the lensing effects of the magnification and the distortion in the image plane. We show the surface number densities of model z ∼ 8 galaxies (Section 5.2) with the blue circles, and those of previous observational data with the crosses and triangles.
Gyr), metallicity (Z/Z ⊙ = 0.02 − 1.0), Calzetti dust attenuation (A V = 0.0 − 1.5; Calzetti et al. 2000) . Figure  6 present the best-fit SEDs and the redshift probability distributions. All the eight A2744z8OD galaxies have the best-fit SEDs at z ∼ 8. Although some faint galaxies have moderately high low-redshift contamination rates, the total contamination rate is only 16%. This value is consistent with the estimate of the contamination rate in Ishigaki et al. (2015) . This uncertainty is added to the error of δ.
Stellar Mass
We estimate the stellar mass of A2744z8OD with the mass-to-luminosity relation in Labbé et al. (2013) that is derived by SED fitting of z ∼ 8 dropout galaxies. Here we assume Chabrier (2003) IMF in our study to obtain stellar masses that can be compared with the models shown in the next section. Because Labbé et al. (2013 ) use Salpeter (1955 initial mass function (IMF), we divide the mass-to-luminosity relation of Labbé et al. (2013) by a factor of 1.8:
We confirm that this relation is consistent with the results of the recent study (Song et al. 2015) . Figure 7 presents the histogram of the rest-frame UV (H 160 band) total magnitudes for the 8 galaxies in A2744z8OD. We calculate the total UV luminosity of these 8 galaxies, and calculate the total stellar mass with the total UV luminosity and the Equation (4). The total stellar mass is (4 ± 2) × 10 9 M ⊙ . Note that this total stellar mass is comparable to the one of today's Large Magellanic Cloud (Figure 3 of Driver et al. 2015) . We summarize the properties of A2744z8OD in Table 2 .
MODEL COMPARISON AND DISCUSSION

Model
We investigate theoretical models whether there exist a compact and dense overdensity at z ∼ 8 similar to A2744z8OD in galaxy formation models based on the ΛCDM structure formation framework. We use Henriques2014a galaxy formation models (Henriques et al. 2015 ) made of Millennium (Springel et al. 2005) Galaxy-number distribution for z ∼ 8 galaxies in A2744z8OD and the other positions of A2744C, A2744P, M0416P, M0717P, HUDF, HUDFP1, and HUDFP2 fields (solid histogram). The excess at 8 in the number of galaxies corresponds to A2744z8OD. The diamonds indicate a Poisson distribution whose average number density is the same as our observations. for the baryonic processes. Henriques2014a models include 24 light-cone outputs. Each light-cone has a 3.14 degree 2 area. The light-cone outputs provide catalogs with magnitudes of the ACS and WFC3-IR filter system.
Model Counterpart of A2744z8OD
Using the catalogs of the light-cones, we select z ∼ 8 dropout galaxies with the color criteria same as our observations (Section 3). Figure 2 presents the surface number densities of the model dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8. The surface number densities of the models are consistent with those of observations. The redshift distribution of color-selected galaxies in the simulation has the peak at The area is the one used for the δ measurements. The red circle represents A2744z8OD at z ∼ 8, while the blue circle denotes the overdensity at z ∼ 8 reported by Trenti et al. (2012) . The black filled and open circles indicate the overdensities at z ∼ 2 − 7 summarized in Table 5 of Chiang et al. (2013) and Table 1 of Franck & McGaugh (2015) , respectively. z = 7.8, which is also similar to that in the observation. Figure 8 shows the δ distribution of the model dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8, and compares with the one of the observations, which is the same as Figure 4 but with a different scaling for comparison. Figure 8 presents that the δ distributions of the models and the observations are almost the same below 4 in number of galaxies. Because the total area of the observations is significantly smaller than the one of the models, the observations do not precisely measure the δ distribution equal to or greater than 4 in number of galaxies, as indicated in Figure 4 . Thus, Figures 2 and 8 suggest that the models well reproduce the abundance and clustering of the observed z ∼ 8 galaxies.
In Figure 8 , we find one region that has the z ∼ 8 Model Observation (normalized) Figure 8 . Galaxy-number distribution of z ∼ 8 galaxies in the model catalogs (black histogram). For comparison, we also show the galaxy-number distribution from the observations with dashed histograms. The dashed histograms are the same as those in Figure 4, but the total galaxy numbers of the observations are scaled to match those of the models. Note that the survey area of the simulations is much larger than that of the observations.
ference. We thus confirm that Modelz8OD is similar to A2744z8OD in the UV magnitude distribution and the total stellar mass. Table 2 summarizes the properties of Modelz8OD. Note that there are two total stellar masses for Modelz8OD. One is the estimate with the Equation (4) (2.4 × 10 9 M ⊙ ), and the other is the value taken from the Henriques2014a model catalogs (9.2 × 10 8 M ⊙ ) that assume the same IMF of Chabrier (2003) . Because the Henriques2014a model catalog values provide accurate stellar masses of Modelz8OD, we hereafter use the stellar mass values in the Henriques2014a model catalogs for Modelz8OD.
We investigate the structure of Modelz8OD that is selected with a circle of 6 ′′ -radius (∼ 30 physical kpc) in projection. Figure 9 shows the three-demensional map in and around Modelz8OD. Seven out of eight galaxies of Modelz8OD are physically close to each other in the redshift space. The redshift-range width of these seven galaxies is ∆z ∼ 0.03 (∼ 10 4 km s −1 ). This width corresponds to ∼ 10 comoving Mpc (∼ 1 physical Mpc), if these galaxies have no peculiar motions against the Hubble flow. Because the redshift range of the color selection is ∆z ∼ 1 (Section 3), these seven galaxies are very strongly clustered in the redshift space. Figure 9 indicates that the distribution of the seven galaxies is largely elongated in the line of sight, and that the seven galaxies of Modelz8OD are probably found in a filament of the large scale structure of the universe. The high δ value of Modelz8OD is not only made by the intrinsicallyhigh density but by the projection effect. If A2744z8OD is similar to the model counterpart of Modelz8OD, most of the A2744z8OD galaxies would form a physical association in the redshift space. Moreover, these A2744z8OD galaxies may reside at a filament of the large scale structures.
Halo and Stellar Mass Evolution
Suggested by the Model We investigate the mass evolutions of the seven galaxies of Modelz8OD that form the physical association (Section 5.2) based on Henriques2014a models that trace mass evolutions and merger histories of galaxies. Figure 10 presents the halo and stellar mass evolutions of the seven Modelz8OD galaxies. Figure 10 indicates that the halos of the seven galaxies merge into a single massive halo with a mass of ∼ 10 14 M ⊙ at z = 0. Because this mass is comparable to a galaxy cluster today, Modelz8OD is regard as a cluster progenitor, or protocluster, at z ∼ 8.
The Henriques2014a model catalog has flags indicating whether a galaxy is included in the central galaxy based on the friend-of-friends algorithm. Four out of the seven galaxies merge into the central galaxy, the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG), that is the most massive galaxy in this cluster system at z = 0. Thus, more than a half of Modelz8OD galaxies are building blocks of the BCG. In this sense, Modelz8OD is a progenitor of the cluster core. Hereafter, we refer to this BCG as Modelz8OD BCG. Note that the z ∼ 8 galaxies in the overdense region do not provide the majority of mass of the BCG, but a part of mass of the BCG. At z ∼ 8, the galaxies in the overdense region contribute 20% of the total stellar mass of the BCG progenitors. The most massive progenitor is located about 1 Mpc away from the overdense region at z ∼ 8 (Figure 9 ). Its stellar mass is 2.1 × 10 9 M ⊙ . Because Modelz8OD is associated with the most massive galaxy, it is possible that A2744z8OD would be also accompanied by such a massive galaxy that would be located outside our survey area. This comparison implies that such galaxy overdensities can be tracers of massive BCG progenitors.
In order to quantify the relation between overdensities and massive BCGs, we calculate the probability that a galaxy at z ∼ 8 becomes a BCG in a cluster with the halo mass of > 10
14 M ⊙ at z = 0. We select model Figure 10 . Evolutions of the halo masses (dashed lines) and stellar masses (solid lines) evolutions for the seven galaxies in Modelz8OD. One color of dashed and solid lines corresponds to one galaxy. At z < 4, four out of the seven galaxies merge into the most massive progenitor of the BCG.
galaxies at z ∼ 8 whose UV magnitudes are brighter than −20 mag, which is a typical magnitude of galaxies in A2744z8OD. We find that the probability is 60% for the galaxies in overdensities of δ 60, and 30% for the galaxies in the whole region. The fraction of BCG progenitors in galaxies in overdensities is larger than that in the average z ∼ 8 galaxies.
Finally, we compare the stellar-mass evolution of Modelz8OD BCG with those of the other BCGs in the models. We select BCGs in clusters whose halo masses are ∼ 10 14 M ⊙ at z = 0 that is comparable with the one of Modelz8OD BCG. Figure 11 presents the stellar-mass evolutions of these BCGs. At z ∼ 8, the Modelz8OD BCG is more massive than the other BCGs at the ∼ 2σ level. Modelz8OD BCG is one of the most stellar massive, i.e. matured, systems among the BCG progenitors at z ∼ 8. We investigate the stellar-mass evolution of the BCGs to higher and lower redshifts in Figure 11 . Towards low redshift, the stellar masses of the other BCGs catch up with the one of Modelz8OD BCG at z 2. Because BCGs assemble their masses from a volume larger than the 6 ′′ -radius circle at z ∼ 8, the mass growths of some high-z compact+dense systems such as Modelz8OD could slow down at z 2. This indicates that the dense systems at z ∼ 8 are not necessarily the progenitors of the most massive systems at z 2. Evolution to the cluster-sized systems depends on the overdensities defined by a circle radius larger than ∼ 6 ′′ at z ∼ 8. Towards high redshift, Modelz8OD BCG is significantly more massive than the other BCGs at least up to z ∼ 12. Although the models have a mass resolution of ∼ 10 7 M ⊙ that do not allow us to trace back to z 12, the massive system of Modelz8OD BCG should start forming at a very early epoch. Because δ is defined by a very small circle of 6 ′′ radius (0.3 comoving Mpc) at z ∼ 8 that is much smaller than the cluster-scale fluctuations, large δ systems like Modelz8OD are progenitors of present-day massive galaxies that start forming earlier (z > 12) than the other massive galaxies. These results suggest a possibility that overdensities defined by such a small-radius circle allow us to identify the site of the earliest star- Age of the Universe (Gyr) Figure 11 . Stellar mass evolutions of BCGs in the Henriques2014a models. The red line shows the stellar mass evolution of the Modelz8OD BCG. Note that Modelz8OD BCG is not associated with Modelz8OD at high redshifts. The black dashed line denotes the median of stellar masses of the other BCGs which reside in clusters with a halo mass of ∼ 10 14 M ⊙ at z = 0. The gray region represents the 16th-84th percentiles of the BCG stellar-mass distribution.
formation took place in the universe. If A2744z8OD is truly similar to the model counterpart of Modelz8OD, the system of A2744z8OD would become a cluster today. In this process, some of the A2744z8OD member galaxies could merge into a BCG to form a core of the cluster. We may witness the early cluster core formation with A2744z8OD.
These model comparisons provide an interesting insight into future high-z galaxy overdensity studies. Wide-field observation programs such as Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam surveys will probably reveal a number of compact dense systems at high-z, which will complement popular studies of protoclusters (Chiang et al. 2013; Toshikawa et al. 2014) defined by overdensities in a large-radius circle.
SUMMARY
We investigate the overdense region of eight dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8, A2744z8OD, behind Abell 2744 cluster, that is originally pinpointed by the several HFF studies. This work identifies, for the first time, the A2744z8OD's physical properties of very compact and dense overdensity quantitatively that are clearly different from those reported in previous studies of galaxy overdensities at z 2. The detailed comparisons with theoretical models are made to understand the physical origin of A2744z8OD. The results of this study are summarized below.
1. We make the homogeneous z ∼ 8 galaxy sample with the eight field data of Hubble legacy images that are deep enough to detect galaxies as faint as the members of A2744z8OD with 29 mag, and identify A2744z8OD in this sample (Figure 3) . Moreover, there exist no other overdensities similar to A2744z8OD (Figure 1) . We confirm that A2744z8OD is a rare overdensity.
2. We calculate a galaxy surface overdensity δ of A2744z8OD with the homogenous z ∼ 8 galaxy sample. Defining the galaxy surface numbers of δ with a small circular area of 6 ′′ (≃ 30 physical kpc) radius, we find that δ of A2744z8OD is very large δ = 132 +66 −51 . A2744z8OD is the most compact and dense galaxy overdensity at z 2 reported to date, and clearly different from those identified in the previous studies ( Figure 5 ).
3. We estimate the total stellar mass of the eight A2744z8OD galaxies with the mass-to-luminosity relation (Equation 4) to be 4 × 10 9 M ⊙ for Chabrier (2003) IMF. This total stellar mass is as small as the one of today's Large Magellanic Cloud.
4. We search for a counterpart of A2744z8OD in the catalogs of Henriques2014a galaxy formation models, after we confirm that the models reproduce the abundance and the clustering of the observed z ∼ 8 dropout galaxies (Figures 2 and 8 ). In the models, we have found one overdensity, very similar to A2744z8OD, that has eight model dropout galaxies at z ∼ 8 with a similar magnitude distribution to the one of observations (Figure 7 ). This model overdensity is referred to as Modelz8OD. Eight out of seven galaxies in Modelz8OD form a filament within ∆z ∼ 0.03 (∼ 10 4 km s −1 ) that is elongated in the line of sight (Figure 9 ). In addition to the intrinsically high density in the three-dimensional space, this filamentary distribution makes δ of Modelz8OD very high.
5. Investigating the evolution of Modelz8OD in the models, we have found that Modelz8OD is a progenitor of a today's cluster with a halo mass of 10 14 M ⊙ (Figure 10 ). Moreover, four out of these seven Modelz8OD galaxies merge into the brightest cluster galaxy (BCG) in the today's cluster. If Modelz8OD is a similar system to A2744z8OD, the models suggest that A2744z8OD would be a part of forming core of the today's cluster. A2744z8OD may be a laboratory for the early cluster core formation. Because Modelz8OD is a rare (∼ 2σ) massive system at least up to z ∼ 12 (Figure 11 ), such a compact dense galaxy overdensity would trace the galaxy formation in the early universe.
Compact dense high-z galaxy overdensities like
A2744z8OD are unexplored in the past studies ( Figure 5 ). Because such compact dense galaxy overdensities would be clue for understanding early cluster core formation as well as the early galaxy formation, one needs systematic studies of compact dense galaxy overdensities that will complement popular studies of protoclusters defined by overdensities in a large-radius circle. Future widefield observation programs such as Subaru/Hyper Suprime-Cam surveys will open up the studies of compact dense galaxy overdensities.
